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3,102,928 ’ 
VOCODER EXCITATION GENERATOR 

Manfred R. Schroeder, Gillette, NJ., assigner to Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, 
N.Y., a corporation of New York 

Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 78,168 
s claims. (c1. 179-1) 

This invention relates generally to the transmission of 
speech signals over narrow band media by vocoder tech 
niques. More particularly, it relates to the method of 
and apparatus for generating a complex wave suitable 
for both periodic and aperiodic excitation of a vocoder 
synthesizer. Its principal object is to remove the need 
for voiced-unvoiced switching and the accompanying 
voiced signal analysis. 
Many proposals have been made in the past for reduc 

ing the frequency band required for the transmission of 
speech signals by modifying the voice currents in various 
ways. Among such proposals a notable one is the chan 
nel vocoder of H. W. Dudley Patent 2,151,091 which is 
sued March 21, 1939. In this system an input speech 
wave is applied to a number of different filters connected 
in parallel to determine its fundamental frequency or 
pitch, and the ̀ distribution of amplitudes among a number 
of frequency sub-bands into which the speech frequency 
range is divided. The result of this analysis is translated 
into a number of control currents each representative of 
the energy in one sub-band. In particular, `one of these 
control signals represents the fundamental or pitch fre 
quency of the voice. The control currents are trans 
mitted to a receiver station and are there utilized to build 
up, from local energy sources in a speech synthesizer, an 
artificial speech wave having the characteristic pitch and 
amplitude-frequency distribution of the original impressed 
speech. The synthesizing apparatus at the receiver in 
cludes a “buzz” source and a “hiss” source to represent 
the source of voiced and unvoiced sounds, respectively. 
The incoming control signals, derived at the transmitter 
station, operate to switch the buzz source and the hiss 
source into action in alternation, as required, and to ad 
just the frequency of the buzz source, i.e., to tune it. 
This energy is applied to the synthesizer network which, 
in turn, is continuously adjusted by the control signals. 

lIn another significant system, known as the resonance 
vocoder and ̀ described in H. W. Dudley Patent 2,243,527 
which issued May 27, 1941 as well as elsewhere, a speech 
wave is divided into a small number, eg., 3, of compara 
tively wide bands, each of which embraces a single group 
of harmonics or formants in which the speech energy 
tends to be concentrated. The resonance vocoder derives 
for each such band both a frequency control current and 
an amplitude control current. At a receiver station, these 
control currents which occupy much narrower spectrum 
bands than the voice currents from which they are derived, 
energize the hiss source or a buzz source in dependence 
on whether the sound being analyzed is voiced or un 
voiced. 

In the analyzer portion of both the channel vocoder 
and the resonance vocoder, an indication both as to the 
distribution of power among the frequency sub-bands 
(of either kind) and an indication as to whether a par 
ticular sound is voiced or unvoiced is generated for trans 
mission. In the case of the former, the fundamental 
vocal chord frequency or pitch is also transmitted. In 
the case of many voice signals, however, particularly when 
they have been subjected to a certain amount of in 
evitable frequency ̀ distortion due to transmission through 
band limited apparatus, the problem of relating the char 
acter of the hiss and buzz sources utilized at the receiver 
synthesizer to the signal is a complex and trying one. 
The degree of naturalness and realism attained in the 
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construction of artificial speech depends in large measure 
on the nature of the excitation signals employed in the 
synthesis process. Ideally, speech synthesis apparatus 
requires an excitation signal characterized by a flat spec 
trum of constant power density and of the proper type, 
i.e., discrete or continuous. In conventional vocoder 
apparatus of the sort referred to above, two separate ex 
citation signals are employed; one, the buzz signal, is 
periodic in nature and the other, the hiss signal, is ape 
riodic in form. An auxiliary control signal operates to 
select as between the buzz energy and the hiss energy and 
a pitch signal adjusts the frequency of oscillation of the 
buzz signal. A decision element, with its inherent sus 
ceptibility to error, is required to make the selection. 

In a band compression system described in an appli 
cation of M. R. Schroeder, Serial No. 774,173, filed 
November 17, 1958, now Patent 3,030,450, dated April 
17, 1962, the problem is effectively solved by a direct and 
unmodified transmission of a relatively broad band of 
low frequency components of a voice message and by 
the transmission of the higher frequency components only 
by vocoder techniques. At the synthesizer, a single ex 
citation signal is generated that is highly correlated with 
the voice signal input of the analyzer. The single excita 
tion signal assumes the role both of the hiss source and 
the buzz source of a conventional vocoder synthesizer. 
Correlation is preserved by deriving the excitation signal 
from the wide base band of uncoded voice signals by 
means of a nonlinear distortion network which effective 
ly spreads the spectrum of the base band to embrace the 
frequency range of the high band signals. Periodici-ty 
of the excitation signal is thus automatically preserved 
together with irregular ñuctuations of consecutive voice 
periods which contribute individuality to a voice. In 
conventional vocoder fashion the energy of the excitation 
signal is continuously adjusted by the high frequency con 
trol signals to produce a replica of the high band voice 
signals. The reconstructed signals are combined with the 
unmodified base band signals to produce a composite 
signal which may be delivered to a reproducer. Although 
separate hiss and buzz generators and the switching ap 
paratus associated with them are avoided in this system, 
the over-al-l bandwidth required for transmission neces 
sarily is somewhat greater than required in conventional 
vocoder apparatus to accommodate a coded pitch control 
signal. 

In laccordance. with the present invention, the above 
mentioned naturalness problem, involving suitable selec 
tion of hiss or buzz in accordance with the voiced 
unvoiced nature of the signal, is avoided without resort 
to a departure from -full vocoder operation. As a result, 
the entire frequency band of the input signal is sub 
jected to narrow band vocoder transmission, i.e., a com 
mon wave form for excitation is developed without resort 
to an uncoded base band of signals. In conventional 
fashion, a low frequency control channel is employed to 
accommodate the necessary pitch signal information. In 
formation relating to the voiced-unvoiced condition of 
the signal is an inherent part of the pitch control signal; 
means for separately determining this condition are not 
required. 
At the synthesizer the narrow band pitch control signal 

is employed to adjust a locally generated excitation signal 
in accordance with the nature of the input signal, i.e., with 
its voiced-unvoiced condition and if voiced, then in ac 
cordance with its fundamental frequency. The effective 
ness of this procedure is based, in part `at least, on the 
realization that ra wave form consisting of many equally 
strong harmonic components of rando-m phases 'and hav 
ing a low peak-factor sounds respectable like White, Gauss 
ian noise when the fundamental period is varied in a 
random fashion whereas the same wave form subjected 
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to periodic variations of the fundamental period main 
tains its quasi-periodic character. Hence, the same low 
peak-factor wave may be used both for periodic and 
-aperiodic excitation. As used throughout this speciñca 
tion, the peak-factor of a wave is taken to be the range 
of the wave, erg., its peak-to-peak voltage, divided by its 
r.m.s. value. A low peak-factor wave is, therefore, a 
wave whose peak-to-peak voltage range divided by its 
r.m.s. value is low. 

It is in accordance with the present invention, there 
fore, to utilize a pitch control signal developed at the 
analyzer to control the period length of a low peak 
factor excitation signal generated at the synthesizer. All 
that is required is that the pitch period detector produce 
a random output for aperiodic inputs, ie., for unvoiced 
sounds, `and la relatively regular output for periodic out 
puts, i.e., Ifor voiced sounds. The need for voiced-lun 
voiced decision and buzz-hiss switching is thus completely 
eliminated and, further, vocoder economy is maintained 
over the entire speech band. 

The invention will )be more fully apprehended in the 
following detailed description of preferred embodiments 
thereof taken in connection with the appended drawings, 
in which: 
FIG. 1 is |a block schematic `diagram showing speech 

transmission apparatus illustrating the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a ̀ set of curves helpful in the explanation of 

the invention; 
FIG. 3 is a set of wave form diagrams illustrating the 

characteristics of »a low peak-factor wave; 
FIG. 4 is a block schematic diagram showing apparatus 

for generating an .excitation energy sign-a1 in accordance 
with one embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 5 is «a Idiagram of assistance in the exposition of 

the apparatus of FIG. 4; and 
FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram, partially in block 

schematic form, showing structural `details of a preferred 
form of excitation energy generator in accordance with 
the invention: Referring now to the drawings: 

FIG. 1 shows a transmission system, including a speech 
analyzer at a transmitter station »and a speech synthesizer 
at a receiver station, that employs the principles of the 
invention. Speech currents which may originate in a 
telephone transmitter instrument 10 are delivered in paral 
lel to apparat-us, shown in the upper portion of the figure, 
which derives la fundamental period control signal, and 
to conventional spectrum analyzer apparatus shown in a 
broken line box 20 in the lower port of the figure. 
The apparatus at the top of the iigure serves to isolate 

the fundamental frequency of the speech signals yand to 
develop for voiced speech a slowly varying D.C. signal 
whose magnitude is proportional to the fundamental fre 
quency of the speech signal. During unvoiced speech 
intervals, the apparatus develops la random but alwlays 
positive noise-like signal. Low level circuit noise ran 
domly generated in the absence of a strong driving signal 
is common to most pitch measuring circuits, but is or 
dinarily treated as 'an unavoidable `defect and, in fact, 
means lare often taken to mask such noise. In the pres 
ent invention, the inevitability of such circuit noise is 
recognized and turned to account in developing a control 
signal that indicates not only the fundamental frequency 
of speech currents developed by telephone transmitter 10, 
but ialso the voiced-unvoiced condition of the speech sig 
nals. The resulting signal, which may conveniently be 
called a period control signal, is transmitted in any con 
venient manner to the synthesizer «at «the receiver where it 
controls the period of the novel excitation signal genera 
tor in accordance with the invention. 

Although 'any form of pitch determination apparatus 
well known in the art may -be used, one entirely suitable 
one is `shown by way of illustration in the upper left 
hand portion of FIG. l. It insures that a random noise 
like >signal is `developed in non-voiced speech intervals. 
Speech currents `from telephone transmitter 10 are ñrst 
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4 
passed through a ylow pass filter 11 proportioned to pass 
components in the range of 50-250 cycles per second, 
thus to embrace the fundamental frequency of applied 
speech signals. The 4output of .the filter is connected to 
an axis crossing counter 12 that supplies an indication 
in the form of a pulse, or the like, for each zero axis 
crossing of the applied wave. The pulse output of counter 
12 is thus an indication of the frequency of the speech 
currents in the 50-250 cycle per secon-d band. In un 
voiced intervals, i.e., for fricative speech or the like, the 
counter 12 responds to random circuit noise and generates 
a _sequence of aperiodic pulses. A threshold Áadjustment 
may be made to provide a satisfactory random pulse out 
put for these intervals. Alternatively, a Gaussian noise 
generator l13 may be employed to supply, through low 
pass filter 14, proportioned to restrict the noise to a band 
of frequencies in the range, for example, 0_350 cycles 
per second, and switch 1‘5, a continuous noise voltage 
at the input of counter 1‘2. With a pass band in filter 14 
of 350 cycles, approximately two hundred positive-'going 
axis crossings Áare produced per second. This number is 
suñicient to cause a low peak-factor wave at the receiver 
to sound ostensibly ‘like noise. By suitably adjusting the 
output level of noise ̀ generator 13, `and if desired, by ap 
propriate use of amplifying fand ̀ attenuating elements (not 
shown), the magnitude of speech currents passed via 
filter 11 to the zero crossing `counter 12 m-ay be made 
considerably `greater than the magnitude of the noise 
currents that :stimulate a response of counter 12. For 
example, speech currents of »approximately 10` volts peak 
topeak and noise currents of l/ 50 volt peak-to-peak are 
values typically encountered in pitch measuring circuits. 
With added noise `from ‘generator 13, somewhat better 
maintenance of a constant ratio is obtained; one that in 
sures that the threshold `of the particular Áaxis counting 
apparatus is exceeded both for voiced and unvoiced speech 
currents. 
By employing a speech current to noise current ratio 

of the value given above, the slight shift in the position 
of zeros «of speech currents (during voiced speech) due 
to the simultaneous presence of noise (and zeros asso 
ciated with the noise) is held to a minimum. That is to 
say, during voiced speech, the zeros marked by counter 
12 are slightly shifted in time by the `added noise, but 
because of the wide difference in amplitudes of the two 
signals, the shift is virtually unn‘oticeable by a subscriber 
at the receiver terminal. Actually this shift is present in 
most pitch measuring apparatus due to random circuit 
noise. A single trip multivibrator 16 or the like is used 
to reshape the pulses formed by axis crossing counter 12, 
and ̀a low pass filter 17, proportioned to pass components 
in the frequency range 0-25 cycles per second, is con 
nected in the path to develop a slowly varying direct cur 
rent whose magnitude is proportional to the fundamental 
frequency of voiced speech and to `a random but positive 
function during unvoiced speech. A signal of this sort 
is used at the synthesizer to control the generation of an 
excitation wave suitable for the synthesis of both voiced 
and unvoiced speech. 
The development of the period control signal may be 

more fully understood from a consideration l'of FIG. 2, 
wherein the curve A shows a representative speech signal 
for a voiced speech sound at the left-hand portion of the 
figure and for unvoiced, fricative speech at the right-hand 
portion. It will be observed that voiced speech is 'a highly 
periodic signal of average complexity, whereas unvoiced 
speech is an aperiodic signal of considerable complexity. 
Curve B shows a low frequency wave that results from 
passing the signal of curve A through a low pass filter 
(11). It faithfully preserves an indication of the funda 
mental presence of the wave of curve A but is consider 
ably less complex, at least in the voiced speech portion. 
It remains quite complex in the unvoiced portion even 
though limited ̀ in frequency by the ñlter. Curve C shows 
the signals generated by taxis crossing counter 12 that 
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mark each positive-going excursion of the wave of curve 
B through the Zero axis, and curve D shows the narrow 
band wave (approximately 0-25 cycles per second) that 
results from passing the marker pulses of curve C through 
a low pass filter (17). It will be observed that the wave 
is relatively smooth and quasi-periodic in the voiced in 
terval, and fairly erratic in ythe unvoiced interval. It is 
virtually a constant “D.-C.” «for prolonged vowel sounds 
such as “al1 . . . h” and a highly irregular signal for 
fricatives such as a “shu . . . sh” sound. The signal rep~ 
resented by curve D is used in accordance with the inven 
tion for the control of an excitation generation at the syn 
thesizer; it is accordingly transmitted by any desired 
means, indicated by conductor 18-19, to the receiver 
station. 

Spectrum analyzer 20 (once again considering the ap 
paratus of FIG. l) comprises a bank of band pass filters 
21 connected in parallel, each of which is proportioned to 
pass fa pre-assigned sub~band of the voice frequency band 
of interest, while together passing the entire band. For 
the sake of illustration, ten such filters are indicated, the 
first two and the last one being shown. Each filter is 
followed by a detector 22 Which is in turn followed by la 
low pass filter 23. The control current output of each 
of these several low pass filters 23 is thus a measure of 
the voice energy in that 'sub-'band to which the correspond 
ing low pass filter is connected. 

These spectrum control currents are transmitted by any 
desired means, indicated by conductors 24 and 25, to a 
receiver station that includes the conventional synthesiz 
ing apparatus shown in the broken line box 30 at the 
lower righthand portion of the figure. Synthesizer 30 
comprises a number of filters 31 having their output termi 
nals connected in parallel to a reproducer 32. 'Iihe seV 
eral filters are proportioned to exhibit transmission char 
lacteristics like those lof the several analyzing filters 21. 
Modulation networks 33 'are connected between conduc 
tors 25 and filters 31. Each modulator 33 is supplied by 
Way of conductor 34 with locally generated excitation 
energy, while its transmission characteristic is modulated 
by the narrow band currents derived at the analyzer sta 
tion and transmitted over the intervening channels 24-25. 
Except for the exact nature of the excitation energy sup 
plied to »the several modulators, `the spectrum reconstruc 
tion apparatus 30 is conventional. 

Turning now to the receiver apparatus responsible for 
the generation of the synthesizer excitation energy (shown 
in the upper right-hand portion of FIG. 1), period control 
information generated at the transmitter (curve D of FIG. 
2) is supplied by Way of conductor 19 to a voltage sensi 
tive impulse generator 35. Such impulse generators are 
well known in the art and need no detailed explanation 
here; typically 1a free running multivibrator tuned by the 
control signal may be used. Suffice it to say that a train 
of uniform amplitude pulses is produced by the generator 
whose repetition rate is a function of the magnitude of 
the -applied signal. A train of such pulses is shown by 
way of example in curve E of FIG. 2: during voiced 
speech portions, a substantially periodic train is pro 
duced whose period corresponds to the fundamental 
period of the original speech; during unvoiced speech por 
tions an aperiodic train is produced. 

This train is used, in accordance with the invention, to 
control the period length of a totally generated low peak 
factor signal that is used in place of the conventional hiss 
and buzz signals. Thus the switching operation as be 
tween these twlo sources is completely dispensed with. 

FIG. 3 shows, Iby Way of example, two waves; both 
contain 3l harmonics of substantially equal amplitude but 
the wave o-f curve A has a high peak-factor; i.e., it repre 
sents an impulse typical of those that form, in sufficient 
numbers ̀ and of the appropriate frequency, the buzz eX 
citation of conventional synthesizers. FIG. 3B, on the 
other hand, shows a low peak-factor Wave that is used in 
the present invention both for hiss and for buzz excita 
tion. Typically, its peak factor is approximately 4, or 
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3 to 4 times smaller than that of the band limited im 
pulse of FIG. 3A. 
Another important property of the low peak-factor 

wave is turned to account in the present invention, name 
ly, that variations in the Ifundamental period of such a 
wave radically alter the “sound” of the wave. In par 
ticular, if the fundamental period of a low peak-factor 
Wave is varied at an essentially periodic rate, the Wave 
“sounds” like speech that is slightly inflected. If, to the 
contrary, the fundamental period is varied in a random 
fashion, the wave “sounds” respectably like Gaussian 
noise. Accordingly, the low peak-factor wave is eminent 
ly suitable both for periodic and aperiodic excitation. -In 
contrast, the wave form of FIG. 3A that has an iden~ 
tical amplitude spectrum but a flat phase spectrum, i.e., 
a band limited impulse of high peak-factor, does not at 
all sound like a Gaussian noise .when ‘the fundamental 
period is similarly “jittered” at a random rate. 

It occasionally happens, of course, that the train of 
pulses produced during voiced speech is slightly erratic, 
occasioned, for example, by a sudden chan-ge in the in 
llection »rate of voiced speech. For these cases, the re 
constructed voiced speech sounds slightly noise-like, but 
nevertheless, this occasional slight degradation is ex 
changed for a complete avoidance of all voiced-«unvoiced 
decision errors and switching apparatus. 

It is thus evident that the period control signal devel 
oped by 4impulse lgenerator 35, i.e., the train of pulses 
shown in FIG. 2E, bave the necessary form to control 
the period of a locally »generated low peak-factor wave. 
In voiced speech periods, a virtually periodic train of 
pulses yields a slightly inflected low peakafactor wave that 
repeats at the fundamental period of the original speech. 
It is shaped in modulators 33, under control of the sev 
eral spectrum control signals, to form reconstructions 
of the corresponding sub-bands of voice frequency in 
formation. In unvoiced speech intervals, the random 
train of pulses “jitters” the low peak-factor wave so 
that it resembles the form 4of Gaussian noise, and under 
control of the spectrum control signals reconstructs frica 
tive speech. The train of pulses .from impulse genera 
tor 35 are thereupon applied to the control input of 
wave form «generator 36 whose output is the appropriate 
excitation signal. 
A low peak-factor wave suitable for use in the practice 

of the invention may be generated in a number of ways. 
For example, the train of control pulses ‘derived from 
impulse generator 35 may be passed through a passive 
pulse stretching all-pass filter. FIG. 4 shows a suitable 
circuit configuration. All-pass filter 40 may be a chain 
of all-pass sections of the type described by S. Darlington 
in 29 Bell System Technical Journal 94404, January, 
1950. It pre-ferably has a linearly increasing delay char 
acteristic and a quadratic phase characteristic as shown 
in the curves of FIG. 5. Such a network characteristic 
effectively transforms a sharp impulse into a low peak 
:Eactor wave. If the delay rmx at the highest frequency 
of the speech band, eig., 3000 cycles per second, is se 
lected to be equal approximately to the reciprocal of the 
smallest fundamental frequency fomm), i.e., to be 
1/ fomin), then the highest frequency is delayed about one 
pitch period. Thus the applied impulse will be stretched 
effectively to fill even the longest pitch period interval. 
FIG. 2F illustrates the excitation signal derived from 

the train «of period control pulses shown in curve 2E. 
For each applied pulse, there is produced an interval of 
low peak-factor signal information. In the voiced in 
terval, the excitation Wave virtually -ñlls all of the period 
gaps. In the »unvoiced interval, considerable overlap 
occurs that aids in imparting Ito the signal the character 
of noise. 
A preferred form of excitation wave form generator 

in accordance with the invention is shown in FIG. 6. 
By its use, the inexactness off peirod match of the Iformer 
apparatus is completely avoided. By its use, a low peak 
factor wave, eig., that of FIG. 3B, is stretched and com 
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pressed in time as required exactly to iìll the ‘gap be 
tween successive control pulses. To visualize this, it is 
helpful to think of the wave of FIG. 3B as being printed 
on a slightly stretched piece of elastic material. As re 
quired, the elastic may be further stretched to increase 
the period length without, however, radically altering the 
wave shape, or allowed to contract below the bias point 
at which printing took place, to decrease the period 
length. 

Turning now to FIG. 6, Ithe low peak-factor .generator 
comprises a source of direct current energy, eig., a bat 
tery 60, and a plurality of potentiometers 61 connected 
across the battery. Selected potentiometers are connected 
between the positive terminal 62 and an intermediate 
terminal, e.g., Iground, and other selected potentiometers 
are connected between the negative terminal 63 and 
ground. The exact polarities and magnitudes of the sev 
eral potentials connected »to the commutator 65 may be 
found as follows. The magnitudes of the potentials are 
obtained by sampling at the Nyquist rate a wave form 
consisting of, for example, 31 cosine waves of equal am 
plitude but random phases. One particular choice of 
polarities which =has been found to lgive an extremely low 
peak-factor wave yform consisting of 3l cosine harmonics 
of equal magnitudes is as follows: 

where N is the total number of harmonics. 
The adjusted potentials available at ‘the potentiometer 

arms are scanned in order, kfor example, by an electronic 
comm-utator 65, and the resulting series of positive and 
negative pulses of selected magnitudes and selected order 
are passed through a low pass ñlter 66, proportioned to 
pass frequencies in the range of 0-3000 cycles per second, 
to produce a wave essentially of the form shown in FIG. 
2G. For a wave with 3l harmonics, 64 individual pulses 
are needed to form the wave. Since t-he wave may be, 
as a matter of convenience, symmetrical about the Áfunda 
mental, only 32 potentiometers are required. Scanning 
takes place lfrom 0-31 and without pause from 31-0. 
That is to say, for symmetric wave forms the number of 
independent samples is only one-half the number required 
to generate the general wave form of the same bandwidth. 

Electronic commutators are well known in the art; they 
find their counterpart in electromechanical commutators, 
one of which may also be used in the practice of the 
invention if desired. In either case, the commutator is 
stepped along at a rate proportional to the frequency of 
the period control pulses generated in impulse generator 
35. If the derived wave form is to have a fundamental 
and 31 harmonics, 64 separate pulses must be generated 
in the interval between successive control pulses. The 
commutator is ithus stepped along in 64 equal steps for 
each control pulse. In practice, the voltage controlled 
impulse oscillator 35 is adjusted to operate at a frequency 
64 times greater than the fundamental frequency. T ypi 
cally, a free running multivibrator is used, in which the 
natural frequency of the multivibrator, tuned by the slow 
ly varying control signal (FIG. 2D) from the analyzer, is 
adjusted to operate at a rate 64 times that of the funda 
mental frequency indicated by the applied tuning voltage. 
An adjustment of the time-constant of the multivibrator is 
all that is required. 

Since successive groups of 64 pulses each from im 
pulse generator 35 are thus keyed to the fundamental 
frequency of the speech wave during voiced intervals 
and lto a relatively random frequency during unvoiced 
intervals, the commutator 65 is stepped along at the 
proper rate to scan 64 individual taps in the required 
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period and to fill unfailingly the period with a (the same) 
low peak-factor wave. As pointed out above, regular 
repetitions of the lolw peak-factor wave is a suitable buzz 
excitation source, whereas random “jittered” repetitions 
of the low peak-factor wave is 4a suitable hiss excitation 
source. 

Thus, in voiced speech intervals, the excitation signal 
retains the periodic nature of 4‘the original speech and 
yields at the output of synthesizer 30 a reconstruction of 
the voiced speech sound. A typical reconstruction is 
shown in the left-hand portion of FIG. 2G. In unvoiced 
speech intervals, »the random sequence of pulses from 
voltage controlled oscillator 35 similarly steps the com 
mutator along to scan the samples, but the resultant, illus 
trated at the right-hand portion of curve 2G is subjective 
ly (psychoacoustically) virtually indistinguishable from 
Gaussian noise. When shaped by the spectrum control 
signals in synthesizer 30, it yields a reconstruction of 
fricative speech. 

While two specific embodiments of fthe invention have 
been Selected for detailed description, the invention is 
not, of cou-rse, limited in its application to the embodi 
ments described. Thus, although the commutator meth 
od of excitation generation described in connection with 
FIG. 6 specifies that the phase spectrum of the output 
is invariant when referred ito harmonic numbers rather 
than to an absolute frequency scale, the all-pass filter 
system for excitation generation obtains satisfactory re 
sults with an invariant phase spectrum on a fixed fre 
quency scale. In general, either approach is satisfactory, 
and falls within the scope of the present invention. As 
a variant of the all-pass ñlter approach, illustrated in 
FIGS. 4 and 5, since the synthesizer 30 of FIG. 1 is in 
itself a (slowly time-varying) linear filter, it follows that 
all-pass ñlter 40' may be positioned between the common 
conductor connecting the outputs of filters 31 and the re 
producer 32, equally as well as between oscillator 35 and 
synthesizer 30 as indicated in FIG. 1. Actually, in prac 
tice, this implementation of the all-pass system is some 
what to be preferred because the modulators 33 are 
somewhat easier to design, e.g., using transistors, if clean 
pulses from oscillator 35 (FIG. 2E) are used to operate 
them instead of the complex wave of FIG. 2F. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a system for the artificial reconstruction of speech, 

means for generating a complex wave composed of a 
plurality of different harmonic components whose phases 
are selected to establish -a low peak-factor for said com 
plex wave, means for continuously adjusting the funda 
mental period of said complex wave in accordance with 
the fundamental period of a speech wave during voiced 
speech intervals and in accordance with a random sched 
ule during unvoiced speech intervals, a spectrum synthe 
sizer under control of a plurality of spectrum control 
signals each representative of the speech energy falling 
within a plurality of frequency sub-bands of said speech 
wave, ymeans for shaping said complex wave individually 
in each of a number of parallel paths in accordance with 
each of said spectrum control signals, respectively, and 
means for combining all of said complex waves as shaped 
in said parallel paths to form a reconstruction of said 
speech wave. 

2. In a system for the artificial production of speech 
sounds, the combination which comprises: a speech 
analyzer station having; means for deriving from a speech 
signal a control signal that indicates the fundamental 
period of voiced speech signals and indicates unvoiced 
speech signals by aperiodic pulses, and -means for de 
riving a plurality of spectrum control signals; a reproducer 
station having, means for locally generating a complex 
wave characterized by a number of strong harmonic com 
ponents of random phases and a low peak-factor as 
an excitation signal, and a spectrum synthesizer; means 
for transmitting all of said control signals to said 
reproducer station; means for continuously adjusting the 
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period of said complex wave under control of said con~ 
trol signal; means for applying said adjusted complex 
wave to said spectrum synthesizer; and means for con 
trolling said spectrum synthesizer under control of said 
spectrum control signals. 

3. An excitation generator for a speech synthesizer 
comprising, an impulse oscillator whose repetition rate 
is a function `of the magnitude of an applied voltage, 
means for applying a pitch period signal to said oscillator 
to control its repetition rate, said pitch period signal com 
prising relatively constant voltage portions whose smooth 
variations are an indication of the fundamental periods of 
voiced speech signals and relatively erratic portions whose 
substantial variat-ions are indications of aperiodic inter 
vals of unvoiced speech signals, and means responsive to 
impulses from said oscillator for generating a wave whose 
period varies in synchrony with the repetition rate of said 
oscillator and whose peak-to-peak range as compared 
with its root means square value is low, whereby the pe~ 
riod of said low peak-factor wave varies in accordance 
with the fundamental period of voiced speech Signals and 
in accordance with aperiodic intervals representing un 
voiced speech signals. 

4. An excitation generator for a speech synthesizer 
comprising, means for converting pitch period signals into 
sequences of pulses whose repetition rates are (1) propor 
tional to the fundamental period of voiced speech signals 
and are (2) aperiodic for unvoiced speech signals, a 
linear all-pass network, said network having a substan 
tially non-linear phase versus frequency characteristic 
and a linear delay versus frequency characteristic, means 
for connecting said all-pass network to receive said 
sequences of pulses, and means for utilizing signals passed 
through said all-pass network as excitation for the genera 
tion of synthetic speech. _ 

5. An excitation generator for a speech synthesizer 
comprising, means for converting pitch period signals into 
sequences of pulses whose repetition rates are (l) propor 
tional to the fundamental period of voiced speech signals 
and are (2) aperiodic for unvoiced speech signals, a 
spectrum synthesizer under control of a plurality of 
spectrum control signals each representative of the speech 
energy falling within a plurality of frequency sub-bands 
of said speech signal, means for shaping said sequences 
of pulses individually in accordance with each of said 
spectrum control signals, means for combining all of 
said shaped sequences of pulses, a linear filter, said filter 
having a substantially non-linear phase versus frequency 
characteristic and a linear delay versus `frequency char 
acteristic, and means for passing said combined sequences 
of pulses through said filter to form a reconstruction of 
said speech signal. 

6. Apparatus for generating hiss and buzz excitation 
as required for the construction of artificial speech com 
prising, means for generating a complex Wave composed 
of a plurality of different harmonic components of sub 
stantially equal magnitudes and random phases and 
characterized by a low peak-factor, said generating means 
comprising means for sampling in sequence a plurality 
of voltage sources of preselected polarities and magnitudes 
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and means for passing said samples through a low-«pass 
network, and means responsive to the fundamental pitch 
period of a speech signal during voiced speech intervals 
and responsive to the erratic periods of a noise signal 
during unvoiced speech intervals for continuously adjust 
ing said sampling rate whereby a period length of said 
complex wave is made to correspond to said fundamental 
pitch period during voiced speech intervals and to erratic 
periods during unvoiced speech intervals. 

7. In artificial speech synthesis apparatus, means for 
generating a complex wave that is relatively periodic 
during voiced portions of a speech signal and is relatively 
aperiodic during unvoiced portions of said speech signal 
that comprises: means for deriving a signal indicative 
of the fundamental component of voiced portions of said 
speech signal, means for deriving a signal indicative of 
unvoiced portions of said speech signal, a source of 
constant potential having a positive polarity terminal, a 
negative polarity terminal, and a terminal intermediate 
said positive and said negative terminals, a plurality of 
potentiometers, means for connecting said potentiometers 
respectively between either said positive terminal or said 
negative terminal and said intermediate terminal in 
accordance with a first preselected schedule, means for 
adjusting the movable tap of each of said potentiometers 
to supply at each of said taps a potential selected in 
accordance with a second preselected schedule, a com 
mutator having a plurality of input terminals, a single 
output terminal, and means for successively connecting 
said input terminals to said output terminal at a rate 
established by an applied control signal, means for supply 
ing said selected potentials respectively to the input ter 
minals of said commutator, a low-pass filter, means for 
connecting said output terminal of said commutator to 
said low-pass filter, and means for altering said corn 
mutation rate in accordance with said signals indicative 
respectively of the voiced and unvoiced portions of said 
speech signal. 

8. In a system for the artificial production of speech 
sounds, means for generating a complex wave composed 
of a plurality of different harmonic components with 
non-uniform phases characterized by a restricted range 
of amplitudes, means for generating a control signal indic 
ative of the fundamental period of a speech signal, means 
for continuously adjusting the fundamental period of said 
complex wave under control of said period control signal, 
a source of a plurality of control signals representative, 
respectively, of the speech energy falling within a plu 
rality of frequency sub-bands of said speech signal, 
spectrum synthesizer apparatus under control of said 
plurality of spectrum control signals, and means for 
applying said complex wave to said synthesizer. 
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